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Abstract 

 

Supplier selection problem is very promising 

area and decision making activity in which 

improper selection may lead an adverse 

impact on overall strategic performance of the 

Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). 

Area of application relates to the premises in 

which the problem of supplier selection was 

defined and relevant criteria, alternative and 

environment considered. An attempt has been 

made to select and reviewed fifty-one articles 

of last ten years of paper published with two 

classifications that is area of application and 

environment area. Our survey recommends 

the probable future research in terms of area 

of application and decision environment. 

 
Keywords: Supplier selection, Area of 
application, Decision environment. 
 
1. Introduction 

 

Suppliers are the back bone of any Original 

Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) and are the 

major stakeholder of their supply chain. They 

have a major contribution in OEM’s 

profitability, quality of the product, delivery 

 

 

schedule, customer satisfaction and market 

competiveness. Thus, appropriate choice of 

supplier becomes an important decision 

making area in any business process. Proper 

selection of suppliers can significantly reduce 

manufacturing cost, decrease production lead 

time, increase customer satisfaction, and 

strengthen corporate competitiveness. Recent 

literature shows that OEM’s now-a-day’s 

intend to build long-term relationships with 

suppliers for sustainable business (Wang & 

Yang, 2009). Purchasing managers always 

face the challenges and difficulties When 

selecting the right suppliers. Careful 

assessment is required because suppliers have 

their own strengths and weaknesses prior to 

handle them particulars orders. The supplier 

selection would be straight forward if only one 

criterion is considered but in real situations 

range of criteria is adopted for the purpose of 

defining the real situations then the problem 

gets multi-criteria decision making. In multi-

criteria decision making problem, a set of 

criteria depends upon situation adopted by 

researcher and it reveals that the problem like 

supplier selection and evaluation are situation 
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specific means that not all method related to 

supplier selection would be applicable for all 

every possible occurrences. Often they 

assume, in all buying situations explicitly or 

implicitly, that their method is applicable, at 

most, a method or procedure was applied to a 

particular industry for considered criterion, 

could not be applicable a different industry. 

However, the existing articles on methods do 

not sufficiently address for this contextual 

issue (De Boer et. at. 2001). Earlier, at least, 

three papers have been reviewed based on 

literature on supplier selection and evaluation 

models (De Boer et al. 2001, Ho William et al. 

2010, Chai Junyi et al. 2013). Chai et al. 

(2013) reviewed the articles published from 

2008 to 2012 by focusing on decision making 

methodologies. However, previous literature 

reviews having two major limitations. First, 

reviewed articles were considered from the 

data base published from 2008 to 2012. 

Second, the application of Decision Making 

(DM) techniques by categorizing into two 

parts, one is independent approach and 

another is integrated approach technique were 

considered. This challenging area contributes 

different situations and different area of 

application and previous literature survey did 

not consider area of application and problem 

environment considered which also affects the 

supplier selection problem and evaluation. 

Therefore, we hopeful that the newly and 

orderly survey with different approaches is 

useful for presenting the most recent effort on 

this promising area. In this paper, we collected 

the 51 journal articles published from last ten 

years and based on last ten years papers 

collected we attempt to examine the two 

issues, including (i) which area of application 

being focused more? (ii) Which decision 
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environment gets attention more? The 

remaining paper is adjusted as follows: section 

2 describes the area of application, section 3 

describes the observation and analysis and 

section 4 conclude the paper. 
 
2. Area of Application 
 
2.1. Manufacturing 

 

Nine out of fifty-one articles (19%) cover 

manufacturing as area of application while 

highlighting the supplier selection problem 

and evaluation. Based on our survey Liu and 

Hai (2005) considers ten suppliers out of one 

was selected by applying with eight criteria 

and thirteen sub-criteria, selected sixty 

respondents from the company having 

designation of manager and supervisor, by 

which prioritize the order of criteria or sub-

criteria. Chan and Kumar (2005) considers 

manufacturing company in assembling 

process with risk factor in the selection of 

global supplier selection with four criteria and 

describes the linguistic level of comparison 

between supplier and expert. Chen et al. 

(2006) highlighted the fuzziness situation to 

calculate the distances to fuzzy positive-ideal 

solution (FPIS) and fuzzy negative-ideal 

solution (FNIS) simultaneously to calculate 

the ranking order of all suppliers with five 

criteria. Ha and Krishnan (2008) outlines 

hybrid method which evaluates the combined 

supplier score (CSS) to enable the customer to 

do single sourcing and multiple sourcing, a 

Supplier map (SM) has been drawn for 

positioning of supplier performance 

efficiency. Levary (2008) presented a realistic 

case study on a Midwest manufacturer 

importing a key component essential to its 

assembly operation from a foreign supplier 
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located in Wuhan, China for evaluating the 

best supplier in which supplier reliability were 

considered as criteria. Vinodh et al. (2011), 

Rajesh et al. (2013), Guo et al. (2014) and 

Ware et al. (2014) presented the paper as 

explained above with integrated method. 
 
2.2 Automobile 

 

Eleven out of fifty-one articles (21%) cover 

the automobile as area of application in which 

Bevilacqua et al. (2006) selects medium to 

large industries for manufacturing of clutch 

coupling to test the efficacy of the supplier 

problem and to rank the potential supplier by 

Fuzzy Suitability Index (FSI). Celebi et al. 

(2008), Boran et al. (2009), Kokangul and 

Susuz (2009), Yousefi et al. (2010), Aksoy et 

al. (2011), Dursun and Karsak (2013), Kannan 

et al. (2013), Kumar et al. (2014) and Yazdani 

(2014) adopted automobile industry as area of 

application while using integrated model to 

solve the supplier related problem. 

 
2.3 Electronic Industry 

 

Eight out of fifty-one articles (15%) cover the 

automobile as area of application in which 

Chan and Chan (2004) solve the decision 

problem related to manufacturers of 

sophisticated semiconductor assembly 

equipments with multi-item, multi-criteria for 

the development of supplier selection model. 

Lee et al. (2009) describe the supplier 

selection problem as multiobjective in nature 

of TFT-LCD manufacturer to evaluate the 

performance of manufacturer and weight of 

criteria is calculated, Lee Amy (2009) also 

describe TFT-LCD manufacturers by 

incorporated Benefit, opportunities, Cost and 

Risk (BOCR) as major criteria. Onut et al. 

(2009) handled supplier problem in the 
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telecommunication industry in GSM sector 

includes both tangible and intangible factor 

relates to multi criteria decision making 

problem under the fuzziness. Wu (2009) apply 

the Dempster–Shafer theory with grey related 

analysis to tackle the fuzziness of supplier 

problem by using both qualitative and 

quantitative data. Lang et al. (2009), Chen and 

Chao (2012), Chen and Wu (2013) consider 

the supplier selection problem by considered 

the area as electronic industry. 
 
2.4 Computer Manufacturer 

 

Two papers out of fifty-one journals cover 

(4%) computer manufacturer as area of 

application in which Chen and Wang (2008) 

developed best possible alternatives by 

providing rational systematically. Deng et al. 

(2014) highlights the issues with the 

integration of product line design and supplier 

selection simultaneously and Pareto optimal 

product line designs was determined. 
 
2.5 Airplane Industry 

 

Two papers out of fifty-one journals cover 

(4%) Airplane Industry as area of application 

in which Aghai et al. (2014) present supplier 

selection model by adopting the factor like 

quantitative, qualitative, risk and volume 

discount using real life problem related to 

airplane industry. Liou et al. (2014) select the 

data from Taiwanese company were 

demonstrated with taking assumption that 

criterion is independent nature with gap 

weighted analysis. 
 
2.6 Fertilizer Industry 

 
Rouyendegh et al. (2014) consider uncertainty 
with complex multi criteria problem and 
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proposed by triangular fuzzy number, 

competitive advantage and long term 

relationship was achieved. 
 
2.7 Ink Cartridge Company 

 

Hou and Su (2007) adopted mass 

customization environment to assist 

manufacturer to evaluate supplier selection 

problem for the procedure of product design 

and manufacturing and finds the issues like 

competitive priorities is one of key factor for 

the survival of market. 
 
2.8 Logistic System 

 

Faez et al. (2009) conclude proposed model in 

fuzzy environment to find the order allocation 

and vendor selection mathematical 

programming to achieve the buyer’s demand 

and vendor capacity. 
 
2.9 Paper Production 

 

Kara (2011) proposed supplier selection 

model in unknown environment by classifying 

the research phase into three categories such 

as pre-research phase, pre evaluation phase 

and evaluation phase to rank the potential 

supplier under qualitative data to overcome 

the issues of multi-product and multi-period. 
 
2.10 Pharmaceutical Company 

 

Talluri and Narasimhan (2003) evaluate the 

vendor performance variability measures 

related problem with nonparametric statistical 

technique by max-min approach to find out 

the maximum and minimum efficiency of 

vendor with flexible number of alternatives. 
 
2.11 Postal Services 
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Qian Li (2014) proposed market-based 

strategy with increase or decrease in cost, 

delivery time, service level, or quality by 

analyzing of deterministic delivery time and 

stochastic delivery time and concept of lean 

manufacturing, cost reduction, flexible 

manufacturing, better delivery time and 

optimum service level were focused as per 

market strategies. 
 
2.12 Railway Industry 

 

Baruno et al. (2012) show the duality between 

theoretical approaches and empirical 

applications and discussed the implication 

with potential barrier for firms to adopt such 

model. 
 
2.13 Raw Material 

 

Ayuso et al. (2003) present supplier selection 

by pure 0-1 programming with Branch and Fix 

Coordination (BFC) algorithmic approach 

under uncertainty. 
 
2.14 Refrigerator Plant 

 

Ustun et al. (2008) raised the two question 

regarding supplier selection, which supplier is 

best and how much should be purchased from 

the best possible supplier which considers 

both factors tangible and intangible with 

fourteen criteria. Demirtas and Ustun (2009) 

consider inventory lot sizing, multiple 

suppliers with single product and adopted 

fourteen criteria were classified by BOCR 

(benefit, opportunity, cost and risk) to identify 

the best possible supplier. 
 
2.15 Steel Industry 

 
Punniyamoorthy et al. (2011) adopted the 
survey based result by participating 151 
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respondents to integrate the structural equation 

modeling (SEM) and considered the 

uncertainties and supplier selection score. Kar 

(2014) suggested in which group decision 

making was handled with geometric mean and 

discriminate analysis was handled by fuzzy. 
 
2.16 Textile Industry 

 

Chan and Chan (2010) consider textile 

industry as a fast changing market in which 

alternatives and criteria changes time to time 

and implemented to solve the problem of 

supplier. Chen (2011) identified strategy using 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 

threats (SWOT) analysis and mathematical 

model. Shaw et al. (2012) select the textile 

supply chain and highlighted the issues related 

to carbon emission and carbon house gas. 

 
2.17 Watch Firm 

 

Liao et al. (2011) consider both tangible and 

intangible criteria to acquire multi aspiration 

levels and using linguistic variable instead of 

numerical values give the accurate result. 
 
2.18 Washing Machine Company 

 

Kilincci et al. (2011) defined main attribute 

and sub-attribute for supplier selection and 

hierarchy structure by calculating weight of 

criteria and alternating with fuzzy to achieve 

best possible supplier. 
 
2.19 Service Company 

 

Amin et al. (2009) select best Internet service 

provider (ISP) based on qualitative criteria 

and quantitative matrices have been discussed 

for triangular fuzzy logic by consideration of 

three perspectives such as customer, 

performance, and competition. Chai and Liu 

 

 

(2014) proposed believable rough set (BRS) 

approach with criteria analysis, rough 

approximation, decision rule induction, and a 

scheme for rule application to validate the real 

supplier problem. 
 
3. Observation and Analysis 

 

In this paper, we reviewed 51 journal articles 

of last ten years on the basis of area of 

application while solving supplier selection 

and evaluation problem. The following sub-

section covers the some observation on the 

basis of these articles. 
 
3.1 Most focused area of application 

 

The first objective of this paper is to be found 

out most focused area of application in the 

literature of supplier selection and evaluation. 

The automobile Industry is most focused 

followed by manufacturing firm, electronics 

industry, textile industry, computer 

manufacturer, refrigerator plant, service 

company, steel industry, washing machine 

company, watch firm, Fertilizer Company, Ink 

Cartridge, Logistic System. The most authors 

interested to develop individual model or 

integrated model related to supplier selection. 

After that, automobile industry contributes 

21% article, manufacturing firm contributes 

19%, and electronics industry contributes 15% 

of research paper when solving supplier 

selection as shown in Table 1. Airplane 

industry, computer manufacturer, refrigerator 

plant, service company and steel industry all 

are contributed only 4 % article and remaining 

area of applications contribute only 2% article 

of published related to supplier selection and 

evaluation problem. De Boer et al. (2001) 

discussed in his paper that supplier related 

problem is situation specific; it means that the 
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criteria will be different for different area of 

application that is why it gets more realistic. 

Supplier selection model proposed by many 

authors in specific area of application might 

be applied to another area but not surely it is 

accurately applicable. 
 
Table 1: Distribution of Paper 

 

 

deterministic environment of area while 
solving supplier problem and evaluation. 

 

Chai et al. (2013) suggested in his review 

paper that decision environment defined by 

uncertainties, decision goal and problem 

formulation. In studies of decision making, 

decision environment which does not involve 

directly or indirectly the uncertainties then it 

was related to deterministic situations, 

otherwise, uncertainties area of environment. 

Mathematical model are the major decision 

technique by which the author tackle the 

deterministic type of decision environment 

and fuzzy set theory, stochastic programming, 

neural network handled the uncertainties 

situation of supplier problem. In fig. 1 shows 

the categorization of decision situation. Fig 1 

Decision situations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2 Environment of Area 

 

The second objective of this paper is to find 

the environment of area. It means that in 

which situation the author solve the supplier 

related problem. We classify it into 

deterministic and uncertainties situation. 32% 

paper (16 out of 51) considered as 

uncertainties environment of area and 69% 

papers (35 out of 51) with consideration of 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

This paper consists of literature review based 

on area of application related to supplier 

selection and evaluation of last ten years. 

First, it was revealed that the most focusing 

area is automobile followed by manufacturing 

and electronics industry. Second, it was 

accepted that uncertainties is the more realistic 

and accurate decision environment than 

deterministic. It guides the researcher for 

future work that construction or project related 

area would be more valuable or challenging 
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while dealing the supplier selection problem 

which was not considered by author based of 

my knowledge. Our study has two limitations. 

First, our systematic review considered only 

last ten years of articles and second, only 

focuses on area of application related to 

supplier selection and evaluation problem. 
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